
Abstract. We review the development of modern models of the
magnetic field of Earth's inner magnetosphere, from the selec-
tion of experimental results to the approximation and presenta-
tion of the model output data. In particular, we discuss all
principal sources of the magnetic field, their description in
various models, and approaches to parameterizing the field. We
briefly recall the history of the study of Earth's magnetic field
and discuss modern-day and earlier experimental data used in
model building and the underlying core mathematical tools. The
main features of the majority of modern models describing
Earth's magnetic field in the inner magnetosphere are discussed.

Keywords: Earth's inner magnetosphere, Earth's magnetic
field models, main magnetic field, lithospheric magnetic
field, secular variation, cosmic rays, IGRF, CHAOS

1. Introduction

Earth's magnetic field (EMF in what follows), present in
Earth's near magnetosphere, plays a significant role in
planning, conducting, and analyzing data from space experi-
ments in low-Earth orbits. First of all, this concerns
experiments studying cosmic rays, because, being an obstacle
on the path of charged particles to a detector on Earth's

surface or in low-Earth orbit, it naturally distorts the
recorded (spatial and energy) distributions, separates their
fluxes into components, and generally complicates their
structure in near-Earth space. One way or another, informa-
tion about the magnetic field is used in problems such as the
separation of the primary, albedo, and trapped components
of cosmic rays [1±3], calculation of the geomagnetic cutoff
[4, 5], tracing of charged particles in near-Earth space [6], and
studying solar±terrestrial connections [7], and is also the most
important component of models of the radiation environ-
ment [8, 9]. In addition, the magnetic field itself can serve as a
tool for particle separation [10].

At the same time, research groups involved in cosmic ray
studies pay little attention to the analysis of the existing EMF
models and their selection. In the vast majority of cases, only
two models are used, the International Geomagnetic Refer-
ence Field (IGRF) for the inner magnetosphere and the
Tsyganenko model for the outer one. However, the range of
tools for modeling EMF is currently very wide, and there are
manymodels (see Table) thatmay bemore suitable for certain
tasks. For example, the accuracy of reconstructing the
direction of particle motion in modern spectrometers is such
that, when tracing them in near-Earth space, in addition to
the main and external fields, the contributions of other
(lithospheric and ionospheric) components become impor-
tant, which are absent in the IGRF model. In addition, data
from cosmic ray experiments could possibly help in further
verifications of EMF models.

In research fields where EMF models are used for
auxiliary calculations, a general understanding of the parti-
cular features of current EMF studies and related problems
seems extremely useful. This topic is covered within due scope
in [11], where the authors, in particular, discuss the main
sources of magnetic fields and the procedures for obtaining
and processing experimental data and describe the use of
magnetic field models for solving technological problems.
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Another good example along these lines is review [12], where
the authors focus on current challenges in EMF studies.

The subject of this review is the practical aspect of using
EMF and, primarily, model building. These ideas are
necessary, first and foremost, for understanding the limita-
tions of models and specific features of their practical
application, primarily in the field of cosmic rays, but this
information is also likely to be useful in other areas related to
cosmic measurements.

Our purpose here is to familiarize the reader with the basic
principles of building magnetic field models of the inner
magnetosphere and with their types. We briefly describe the
history of studying EMF and its structure, and then examine
modern approaches to its description and modeling in detail.
We describe the magnetic field components of Earth's inner
magnetosphere such as the main, lithospheric, external, and
ionospheric fields, and also discuss their sources and para-
meterization methods. Most of the modern models are listed

and a brief description of their features is given. We note in
passing that the problems of generating EMF [13, 14] are not
discussed here.

1.1 Brief historical account
The history of the practical use of EMF began with the
invention of the compass in ancient China in the period of
the second century BCE to the second century CE [15]; the
compass, however, was used for a long time for fortune telling
and home arrangement in accordance with geomantic princi-
ples. Only by the 10th to 11th centuries CE did it find
application in maritime navigation, first in China and then in
Europe and Arab countries. The first attempts to explain the
nature of terrestrial magnetism were made at the end of the
14th century. William Gilbert, experimenting with a Terrella
(small Earth) magnetized ball suggested that Earth is a large
magnet [16]. This assumption, in particular, implied that the
source of magnetism should be located in the center of Earth.

Table. Characteristics of magnetic field models.�

Compo-
nent,
model

IGRF
[112]

WMM
[110]

CHAOS
[27]

CM
[111]

Mag.num
[113]

BGS
[114]

COV-OBS
[115]

gUFM
[57]

C3FM

[33]
Kalmag
[116]

POMME
[117]

GRIMM
[32]

Main
éeld

4 13

(4 10,
4 8)1

4 12 4 20 4 18 4 20 4 15 4 13 X 4 14 4 20 4 15 4 18

Secular
variation
in the

main éeld

4 8 4 8 4 20 X 4 13 4 13 4 14 X 4 8 4 20 4 16 4 13

Litho-
spheric
éeld

X X 4 70,
4 185

4 120 4 100 4 55 X X X 4 300 4 133 4 30

External
éelds

X X 4 2 4 1 4 3 4 1 4 1 X X 4 15 4 1 4 1

Ionospher-
ic éeld

X X X 4 60=12 X X X X X 4 50 X X

Tidal éeld X X X 4 22 X X X X X X X X

Flows on
the MCB 2

X X X X X Y 3 Y Y Y X X X

Time
interval

1900 ë
2025

2019 ë
2025

1999 ë
2022

1999 ë
2020

2013 ë
2020

2009 ë
2022

1840 ë 2020 1600 ë
1990

1957 ë 2020 1900 ë
2026

2000 ë
2017

1999 ë
2011

Time
parameter-
ization

Linear Linear B-spline, 6 B-spline, 4 B-spline, 6 B-spline, 6 B-spline, 4 Snapshot B-spline, 6 4 Time
series

? B-spline, 6

Distribu-
tion form

exe,
Fortran,
C��,
Python,
Matlab,
online,
coeff.

exe,
Fortran,
C��,
Python,
Matlab,
online,
coeff.

Fortran,
Matlab,
coeff.

Coeff. Coeff. exe, Linux Fortran,
coeff. 5

Fortran Coeff. X C��,
coeff.

Coeff.

Note: For magnetic field components, the maximum order of expansion is indicated, or X if the field component is not in the model; Y means that this

component is calculated in themodel, ?, that information could not be found; in the lineDistribution form, `coeff.' means that themodel is distributed in

the form of expansion coefficients, `online,' in a web form for interactive calculation.
1 Maximum degree of decomposition for the respective period before 2000 and before 1965 is indicated in parentheses.
2 Mantle±core Boundary.
3 Calculation of fluxes on the MCB is used as an intermediate stage for calculating the secular variation coefficients and, accordingly, predicting the

field.
4 Used in the classical approach (see Section 5.1): C3FM.
5 In addition to Gauss coefficients, covariance matrices are also given (see Section 5.1): COV-OBS.
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The next major step was made at the beginning of the
19th century, which wasmarked by a number of discoveries in
electromagnetism (Faraday's experiments, the connection
between electricity and magnetism, and so on), which by the
middle of the century led to the appearance of several
competing theories and approaches to describing EMF [17].
The most viable was the approach of Gauss, who used
mathematical tools to decompose the magnetic field poten-
tial into spherical harmonics:

V�r; y;f��a
X
n;m

�gm
n cosmf�hm

n sinmf�
�
a

r

�n�1
Pm
n �cos y�

�a
X
n;m

�Gm
n cosmf�Hm

n sinmf�
�
r

a

�n�1
Pm
n �cos y� :

�1�

In this expression, the first term is responsible for the field
component from sources located inside Earth (i.e., under its
surface), and the second is responsible for the field compo-
nent from external sources (located above the surface). The
next qualitative step towards understanding the nature of
terrestrial magnetism was the geodynamo mechanism pro-
posed byWalter Elsasser in 1939; the geodynamo is currently
the leading theory of the origin of the main EMF component
[18]. For a more detailed and complete familiarization with
the history of terrestrial magnetism studies, from the first
observations to the present day, we refer the reader to [19].

1.2 Modern ideas about Earth's magnetic field
Currently, much is known about EMF: its regular measure-
ments are carried out both in outer space (the Swarm satellite
constellation in near-Earth space and the Geotail, Cluster,
and Themis satellites in the distant magnetosphere) and on
the ground (geomagnetic observatories); geomagnetic sur-
veys (aerial, marine, and others) are also conducted. Data
from existing and already decommissioned magnetometers
are freely available and can be used by various scientific
groups. All this has led to a wide variety of EMF models,
distinguished by a wide range of approaches, both software
and mathematical.

Earth's magnetosphere can be divided into inner and
outer regions, which have no strict boundary but manifest a
difference in terms of the applicability of Gauss's approach to
describing fields in these regions. Most magnetic field sources
in the inner region (especially those generating the dominant
component, called the main field) are located outside its
boundaries, which allows considering the field to be potential
and representing it in the form of a decomposition into
spherical harmonics. The magnetic field in the outer region
is generated primarily by spatial magnetospheric currents.
They fill that region, and therefore the field cannot be
considered curl-free there and cannot as a result be described
by Eqn (2) below. Building models for these two domains
addresses different problems to be solved and involves
different principles, experimental data sets, mathematical
tools, and other aspects. In this review, we focus on modeling
the field in the inner magnetosphere; for the field in the outer
magnetosphere, we refer the reader, for example, to [20].

The inner magnetosphere is primarily distinguished by a
large number of sources of various natures: from internal
currents in Earth's core (Section 2.1) and magnetization of
rocks to ionospheric and magnetospheric currents. The
magnetic fields generated by them are studied as individual
components that make up the total field in the region under

consideration. Each such component has different properties,
characteristic scales of its features, and different temporal
dynamics. However, the same principle is used to describe
them: the field is represented as the gradient of the magnetic
potential,

B � ÿHV ; �2�
and the magnetic potential is in turn decomposed into
spherical harmonics in accordance with (1).

The main difference in describing field components
originating in different sources lies in how the decomposition
coefficients are found.

Almost all EMF models in the inner magnetosphere
primarily describe the main field (the main component of
the field in near-Earth space, generated by currents in the
liquid core) and/or its variations. The second important
component is the lithospheric field. In practice, both
components are often described by a single expression for
the magnetic potential. Other field components are often
considered secondary. This applies, first of all, to the external
field generated by magnetospheric currents. In general, it is
nonpotential and its standard description (e.g., in Tsyganen-
ko's models [20]) is more involved, but, in this case,
importantly, it can also be represented in form (1), (2),
because the sources of the component in question are located
outside the inner magnetosphere. Individual sources (the
ionospheric and associated induced fields, and the tidal
field) can be an independent object of study.

The magnetic field configuration reconstructed in the
vicinity of Earth can be extrapolated into the interior, to the
mantle±core interface. The field values in this region allow
reconstructing the dynamics of motion (flows) of a metallic
conducting liquid on the surface of the core. There is a class of
models in which these flows are used to predict secular
variations in the main field, study the geodynamo mechan-
ism, and so on. But numerical approaches to the geodynamo
studies are beyond the scope of this review; we refer the
interested reader, for instance, to [21].

2. Magnetic field sources
and their parameterization

As we have noted, the magnetic field observed near Earth's
surface and close to it in the near-Earth space is a super-
position of fields from various internal and external sources.
The internal sources include 1) currents in the liquid core,
2) lithospheric magnetized rocks, and 3) currents associated
with water circulation in the World Ocean. External sources
include a system of magnetospheric currents. Ionospheric
currents fall into the categories of both internal and external
sources, depending on the location of measurements. In
addition, the rapidly changing component of the internal
magnetospheric and ionospheric fields induces currents in the
lithosphere magma and the water of the World Ocean, which
in turn generate a secondary field, called the induced field.

2.1 Main field
2.1.1 Source. The main field is generated by currents in the
liquid core formed by convective flows of the magnetized
liquid, which twist into spirals under the effect of the Coriolis
force, forming vortices of different scales. The permanent,
undamped generation of a magnetic field in such a system is
supported by the geodynamo mechanism (see review [22] and
the references therein). In Fig. 1, we schematically show the
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field generation process. The brown arrow shows the rotation
of the liquid core as a whole, responsible for the generation of
the dipole component of the field (to be explained below),
which is shown with red lines. Dark blue spirals indicate the
convective flows generating smaller-scale components of the
main field (blue and green lines). The main field is the sum of
all such components.

Themain field is the dominant component of themagnetic
field observed in near-Earth space. On Earth's surface, its
contribution is given by more than 95%, ranging from
20,000 nT at the equator to 70,000 nT in the polar regions.
It gradually decreases with distance from Earth; at a distance
of 8 to 10 Earth radii, it equalizes with the contribution of the
component generated by magnetospheric currents.

2.1.2 Parameterization. The potential of the main field is
decomposed into spherical harmonics according to Gauss's
classical scheme (Eqn (1) without the second term for the
external field) and can be found in the literature in two
representations:

Vi�t; r; y;f� � a
XNmax

n�1

Xn
m�0

ÿ
gm
n cosmf� hm

n sinmf
�

�
�
a

r

�n�1
Pm
n �cos y� ; �3�

Vi�t; r; y;f� � a
XNmax

n�1

Xn
m�0

�
a

r

�n�1
gmn Ym

n �y;f� ; �4�

where Ym
n �y;f� � Pm

n �cos y� exp �imf� are spherical func-
tions; gmn � gm

n ÿ ihm
n ; a, r, y, and f are the characteristic

distance, radius, geodetic colatitude, and longitude; n and
m are the degree and order of the expansion; gm

n and hm
n are

the Gauss coefficients expressed in magnetic induction units;
Pm
n are the associated Legendre polynomials with Schmidt's

normalization; and Nmax is the maximum order of the
expansion.

The Gauss coefficients gm
n and hm

n are fixed in the process
of approximating data from experimental studies of the

magnetic field. The coefficients at low degrees and orders
describe the large-scale structure of the field, and the higher-
order ones describe small-scale structures. The relation
between a characteristic wavelength that describes the scale
of inhomogeneities and the expansion order is given by
l � 2pa=

�����������������
n�n� 1�p

. The largest-scale structure of the field
is formed under the effect of the rotation of Earth (and,
accordingly, its liquid core) as a single whole. It is character-
ized by first-order Gauss coefficients, with g 0

1 determining
Earth's dipole moment M � �4p=m0�a 3g 0

1 ; taken together,
they determine the angle between the dipole axis and Earth's
rotation axis as a � arctan

ÿ��g 1
1 �2 � �h 1

1 �2
�1=2

g 0
1

�
. The field

structure of smaller scales is formed by vortices of a
conducting metallic liquid in the core, and the characteristic
scale of field inhomogeneities correlates with the vortex size.

2.1.3 Temporal dynamics. The liquid core is a highly
dynamical system: the vortices in it undergo constant
variations that are stochastic in nature. Changes in the flows
in the core are followed by stochastic changes in the
configuration of the main field [23]. Such changes are called
secular variations of the main field. The most conspicuous
manifestations of secular variations include a recent gradual
decrease in Earth's magnetic dipole [24]; the motion of
Earth's magnetic poles with a periodicity of tens to hundreds
of thousands of years, leading to polarity reversals [25];
displacement of the South Atlantic magnetic anomaly [26±
28]; and geomagnetic jerks [29]. The term `secular variation'
can be applied to both variations in theGauss coefficients and
changes in field values at specific points, for example, during
measurements at specific geomagnetic observatories. As
regards variations in the Gauss coefficients, the concept of
secular variation coefficients is introduced: these are defined
as the time derivatives

dg j
i

dt
and

dh j
i

dt
:

Secular variations necessitate continuous global measure-
ments of EMF and require parameterizing models not only in
space but also in time. The stochastic nature of variations

Earth's crust

Mantle

Liquid core

Field lines associated
with vortices

Field lines of the dipole éeld

Convective
vortex êows

Rotation of liquid
core as a whole

Figure 1.Main field generation scheme.
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makes such a problem nontrivial, which gives rise to different
proposed solutions, to be discussed in more detail in what
follows.

2.1.4 Flows in the liquid core and their relation to secular
variations. A natural inner boundary for describing the main
field as the gradient of a potential is the core±mantle
boundary, which in essence can be regarded as the surface of
a source. Field values at this boundary, calculated within the
main field models, are the starting point for measuring
conductive fluid fluxes in the core. The relation between
variations in the main field B at the core±mantle boundary
and the core fluxes u is described by the induction equation

qBr

qt
� ÿH _H�uBr� � Z

r
H 2�rBr� ; �5�

where Z is Earth's magnetic diffusion coefficient, Br is the
radial component of the field vector on the surface of the core,
and H _H is the horizontal gradient operator.

The first term on the right side of (5) describes the
advection of fluxes, and the second term describes diffusion.
It is believed, however, that the contribution of diffusion to
the secular variation is insignificant. In addition, it is quite
complicated to derive themodel of fluxes u from themodel for
the field B using (5), and therefore the diffusion term is
ignored in most cases. This assumption is called the frozen
flux approximation [30, 31]. At the same time, taking into
account that only the radial component of the field is
continuous at the boundary [32], one can replace u with its
tangential component uh, which reduces Eqn (5) to

qBr

qt
� ÿH _H�uhBr� : �6�

This assumption is not used in more complex models that
describe the geodynamo mechanism numerically. However,
such models are beyond the scope of this review.

The set of values of u on the entire surface of the core can
be represented as a vector field U. This representation allows
describing the structure of the core and identifying compo-
nents of different scales, and also provides yet another tool for
modeling the main field and its secular variation.

The velocity field u is usually considered in a toroidal
coordinate system, where it can be decomposed into toroidal
and poloidal components T and S [33],

u � utor � upol � H _H � �̂rT � � H _H�S � ; �7�

where r̂ is a unit-length radius vector. These components in
turn decompose into spherical harmonics:

T �
XNmax

n�1

Xn
m�0

tmn �t�Ym
n �y;f� ; �8�

S �
XNmax

n�1

Xn
m�0

sm
n �t�Ym

n �y;f� : �9�

Expressions (7)±(9) allow describing the spatial and temporal
structures of the liquid core, with the t and s coefficients at
different degrees describing vortices and other structures
formed by fluxes of different scales.

It is also worth mentioning the so-called hidden field: a
small-scale component of the main field described by
harmonics of higher degrees (n > 13), identifying which is

impossible in ground-based measurements because of the
insufficient resolution. In the depths of Earth at the core±
mantle boundary, however, the strength of the small-scale
component is noticeably higher, and it hence interacts with
fluxes in the liquid core, including medium-scale ones. Their
variations are in turn responsible for the secular variation
coefficients of the corresponding degrees. Calculations show
that such a hidden field leads to the majority of spatial errors
in calculating the secular variation coefficients [34]. In [35], in
particular, the ensemble method was used to show that the
main field coefficients up to n � 40 can contribute to the
secular variation coefficients with n4 13.

2.2 Lithospheric field
2.2.1 Sources. The lithospheric field amounts to approxi-
mately 3% of the total field on Earth's surface (although it
can reach 8000 nT in some cases) and attenuates with altitude,
especially for higher-order harmonics. The source of the
lithospheric field is the ferromagnetic rocks of Earth's crust
and upper layers of the mantle (asthenosphere), mainly
titanomagnetites and titanohematites. Such rocks are magne-
tized under the effect of an external magnetic field and thus
generate their own magnetic field (details about the magneti-
zation of rocks can be found in [36]). The region of the
lithosphere where this process is possible is limited by the so-
called Curie depth, i.e., the depth where the temperature
reaches a critical Curie temperature at which the thermal
motion of molecules of the rock substance overcomes the
magnetization effect. It is believed that this boundary is
located at a depth of up to 24 km in the continental crust
and 6 to 7 km in the oceanic crust.

There are two types of magnetization: induced and
residual. The induced one (not to be confused with the
induced field from external sources; see Section 2.4) arises
due to the ordering of magnetic moments in ferromagnetic
rock under the effect of the present-day field. Residual
magnetization is formed at the instant of cooling the rock
and preserves the orientation of the external field as it was at
the instant it passed through the Curie temperature. The field
caused by the second type of magnetization in most cases
prevails over the field of the first type.

In Fig. 2, we show a diagram of the lithospheric field
generation. The pink lines show the external field, whose
direction determines the alignment of the magnetic moments
of ferromagnetic rocks in Earth's crust, shown with parallel
black arrows. Also shown are rocks with residual magnetiza-
tion, whose magnetic moments are not necessarily parallel to
present-day external field lines. The lithospheric field is
shown with green lines.

Main éeld Tidal éeld

Lithospheric éeld

Tidal currents
Earth's crust

Mantle

Ferromagnetic
rocks

Curie
depth

Figure 2.Diagram of the generation of lithospheric and tidal fields.
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2.2.2 Parameterization and separation of the main and litho-
spheric fields. The magnetic potential of the lithospheric field
is typically parameterized together with the potential of the
main field; the total potential is then also described by
expression (3). The reasons for this unified treatment are
explained below. In this framework, the main field makes the
main contribution to lower-degree harmonics, and the litho-
spheric field, to higher-degree harmonics. To separate these
two components, a spatial power spectrum is constructed,
also called the Lowes spectrum [37], which expresses the
dependence of Rn on the harmonic degree n:

Rn � �n� 1�
�
a

r

�2n�4Xn
m�0

��gm
n �2 � �hm

n �2
�
: �10�

Here,Rn is the energy of the magnetic field of all harmonics of
degree n.

In Fig. 3, we show the results of calculations of the
Lowes spectrum based on the Gauss coefficients through
the 185th order of expansion, taken as an example from the
CHAOS-7 model (see Table) for different altitudes. In the
range of lower harmonics, the leading contribution to Rn is
made by the main field, and in the range of higher
harmonics, by the lithospheric field. The transition occurs
in the range of the 12th to 20th harmonics, where a break is
observed in the graph. A specific boundary inside that
range is set differently within different models, depending
on their tasks and features.

This behavior of the spectrum, however, does not imply
that the lithospheric field makes no contribution to lower-
degree harmonics and, most importantly, higher-order ones.
In practice, thismeans that the contribution of the lithospheric
field cannot be identified on the background of the main field
for small n, and vice versa for n4 20. In the break region, the
contributions of both components are comparable.

It is clear from the figure that the nature of the decrease in
Rn with an increase in the degree of harmonics is different for
the main and lithospheric fields, depending on the altitude r.

For the main field, the slope of the spectrum weakly depends
on r, while, for the lithospheric field, the spectrum becomes
steeper as r increases.

The upper bound for the degree of expansion of the
lithospheric field is limited only by the density of measure-
ments that can be carried out on a global scale on Earth's
surface. We mean the spatial density of points of measure-
ment carried out both in geomagnetic observatories and using
magnetic surveys. Thus, the highest degree of expansion
proposed by the BGS model (see Table) reaches 1440, which
corresponds to a wavelength � 30 km. In measurements in
near-Earth space, the resolvable harmonics extend to the
orders 130±140.

2.3 External field
2.3.1 Sources. The external field is generated by spatial
currents of Earth's outer magnetosphere. The system of
magnetospheric currents includes the ring current, magneto-
pause currents, magnetotail currents, field-aligned currents,
and other currents that arise during magnetospheric disturb-
ances. Most of these currents are schematically shown in
Fig. 4.

The ring current consists of particles trapped in the
radiation belts, making a longitudinal drift around the
planet. It occupies space in the equator region at a distance
of 3 to 8 Earth radii and contributes to the magnetic field
component parallel to the magnetic dipole axis, weakening it
in the region of the magnetic equator and strengthening at the
poles. The magnetopause currents (also called Chapman±
Ferraro currents) are formed by charged solar wind particles
flowing around the magnetosphere; they bound EMF,
preventing its field lines from escaping into interplanetary
space. Themagnetotail currents frame its tail in pairs from the
north and the south, closing on the plasma layer and
stretching the magnetopause on the night side of Earth.
Field-aligned currents (also known as Birkeland currents)
flow in a similar way, but close on the polar part of Earth's
ionosphere, connecting there with auroral ionospheric cur-
rents. On Earth's surface, the corresponding field component
contributes no more than 2 to 3%, but it increases with
distance. A detailed description of the system of magneto-
spheric currents can be found, for example, in review [38].

2.3.2 Temporal dynamics.Among the components of the total
field, the magnetic fields generated by the currents described
above are the ones most exposed to different variations, both105

100

0 50 100 150 200
Decomposition degree n

R
n
,n

T
2

Altitude:

0

100 km

200 km

300 km

500 km

Figure 3. Lowes spectrum at different altitudes, plotted using the

coefficients of the CHAOS-7 model for 2021.

Field-aligned
currents

Ring current
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periodic (on the scale of hours, days, and years) and sporadic.
Long-period oscillations associated with solar activity cycles
and sporadic oscillations associated with solar events arise as
a result of the interaction of the solar wind with the magneto-
sphere. This interaction determines the dayside position of the
magnetopause, thereby governing the large-scale structure of
currents. The higher the dynamical pressure of the solar wind,
the closer to Earth the magnetopause shifts, the more the
magnetosphere compresses, and the higher the density of
magnetospheric currents (and hence the magnitude of the
magnetic fields generated by them). The position of the
magnetopause and the structure of currents also depend on
other quantities characterizing the solar wind and the
interplanetary magnetic field, such as the solar wind speed,
its density, the external magnetic field strength vector B, and
its vertical component in GSE coordinates. All these
quantities fluctuate and correlate with the solar activity
cycle, in turn causing magnetopause oscillations, on average
within 9 to 11 Earth radii RE (see Fig. 2 in [39]).

Sporadic events on the Sun, such as coronalmass ejections
(CMEs) or corotating interaction regions (CIRs), can
increase the speed, density, and dynamical pressure of the
solar wind locally in time and space. At such moments, it can
compress the magnetosphere to 6:5RE on the dayside. Such
rapid intense effects lead not only to a redistribution of
existing currents but also to the generation of new ones,
characteristic only of periods of such magnetospheric dis-
turbances.

Diurnal and seasonal fluctuations are associated mainly
with the rotation of Earth about its axis and around the Sun;
among the magnetospheric currents, they mainly affect field-
aligned ones, which close on Earth's ionosphere in the polar
regions. Seasonal field fluctuations are associated with
corresponding seasonal fluctuations in the electrical conduc-
tivity of the ionosphere, which depends on the intensity of
ultraviolet radiation interacting with the upper layers of the
atmosphere, whereas daily fluctuations are associated with
the fact that geomagnetic poles do not coincide with the
geographical ones and rotate around them [40].

2.3.3 Parameterization. In decomposing the external field into
spherical harmonics in accordance with (1), only the second
term is preserved there, because only the contribution of the
external field to measurements carried out on Earth's surface
and in the area of operation of low-orbit satellites is
important in developing EMF models, and the field under
consideration is external with respect to such measurements.
The main feature here is the large-scale nature of the external
field, which determines the use of the lowest degrees and
orders, typically up to 1 or 2. In addition, due to spatial
heterogeneity and complex time behavior, the magnetic
potential is often divided into components in accordance
with different spatial and temporary characteristics. This
gives rise to a wide variety of models.

In the CHAOS model (see Table), the potential is
decomposed into two components corresponding to nearby
magnetospheric sources (ring and field-aligned currents),

VSM � a
X1
m�0

�
qm; SM
1 �t� cosmTd � sm;SM1 �t� sinmTd

�
�
�
r

a

�
Pm
1 �cos yd� � . . . ; �11�

and distant ones (magnetotail and magnetopause currents),

VGSM � a
X2
n�1

q 0;GSM
n R 0;GSM

n �t; r; y;f� : �12�

In these expressions, the subscripts SM and GSM reflect the
fact that the breakdowns are carried out in the respective
Solar Magnetic and Geocentric Solar Magnetospheric coor-
dinate systems; Td and yd are the dipole local time and the
dipole colatitude, and R 0;GSM

n is a modification of spherical
harmonics in the GSM system. The expression for VSM is
actually somewhat more complicated than the one presented
here, and includes terms describing long-term variations as
well as separately described harmonics of the second degree of
decomposition (see Eqns (2a)±(2c) in [27]).

Another option is to divide the field into components in
accordance with the nature of time dynamics. In the BGS
model (see Table), the potential is thus decomposed into three
components, Vext, Vann, and VVMD, given by [41]
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Here, Vext is the component characterizing long-term varia-
tions on a scale of several years; the coefficients qm

1 are
calculated experimentally with a frequency of once every few
months and are interpolated by B-splines; Vann describes the
potential of a component experiencing regular variations with
a period of one year, six months, and one day. In (14), the
coefficients in square brackets describe the actual external
field component im1 �t� characterized by annual and semi-
annual variations, and its internal induced part em1 �t�, whose
nature is described in detail in Section 2.5. The component
with a characteristic period of variations given by one day is
described by the second term with the coefficients Em1 �t� (here,
instead of the geodetic longitude, the Sun-synchronous
longitude ~f is used). Finally, the term VVMD describes
variations associated with magnetospheric disturbances,
which in this case are described by the magnetospheric index
VMD. It is worth noting that most models work under
conditions of a quiet magnetosphere, which means that the
terms describing the dependence of the potential onmagneto-
spheric indices are defined within narrow limits correspond-
ing to a quiet magnetosphere.

In other versions, the external field potential is expressed
by a single term of the form (13), but the coefficients are
calculated with a very high cadence (for example, once per
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hour) and are then interpolated. An example here is provided
by the CM (ComprehensiveModel) or COV-OBSmodels (see
Table). It is actually difficult to find any comparative analysis
of different approaches to parameterizing the external field in
EMF models in the literature, and the choice of a particular
approach is largely determined by personal preferences of the
authors of the models.

Worthy of special note are so-called toroidal fields, which
are also parameterized in certain older versions of the CM [42]
and GRIMM [43] models. Such fields are generated by field-
aligned currents at altitudes of 400 to 700 km in polar
latitudes, also called the F-region. But they are typically not
included in modern models.

2.4 Ionospheric field
2.4.1 Sources. The source of the ionospheric field is iono-
spheric currents flowing in the so-called conducting E-layer at
altitudes of 90 to 150 km. They are associated with the
circulation of air masses in the neutral atmosphere, the
atmospheric tides, which are in turn caused by heating of the
atmosphere by the Sun, the Moon's gravity, and other
factors. The waves of these oscillations reach the iono-
sphere, acting asymmetrically on ions and electrons: they
cause the motion of only the former. This is because the
cyclotron frequency of ions is less than or comparable to the
frequency of their collisions with the neutral-atmosphere
atoms as an atmospheric wave propagates, while the
corresponding cyclotron frequency for electrons is much
higher and atmospheric waves do not induce their motion.

The system of ionospheric currents in magnetically quiet
conditions includes quiet time currents (Sq) circulating in
temperate latitudes on the dayside, the equatorial electrojet
(EEJ) formed by charged particles moving eastward exactly
above the geomagnetic equator, auroral electrojets located in
pairs in the polar regions, and other currents. The current
system is shown in Fig. 5. During magnetospheric disturb-
ances, Sq currents are superseded by Sd currents of the
disturbed ionosphere.

The average contribution of the ionospheric field is of the
order of tens of nT; a local contribution can be much larger,
especially in polar latitudes, becoming dominant and reach-
ing thousands of nT during magnetospheric disturbances.

2.4.2 Temporal dynamics.As in the case of currents in the near
magnetosphere, the dynamics of ionospheric currents are
influenced by seasonal variations in the electrical conductivity

of the ionosphere. Another important source of variation is
tidal cycles, the main ones being the 24-hour cycle associated
with the heating of the atmosphere and the 12-hour cycle
associated with the motion of the Moon and its gravitational
effect on Earth's atmosphere. There are also cycles with
characteristic periods of 8 and 6 hours. A detailed description
of ionospheric currents and their variations can be found in
review [44].

2.4.3 Parameterization. There are very few EMF models that
include the ionospheric field, and it is therefore quite difficult
to speak about the generally accepted approaches to its
parameterization. However, its key features can be identi-
fied. First, the ionospheric field is one of the most difficult to
parameterize in terms of spherical harmonics: because the
currents are close to the field measurement region, describing
their configuration requires a decomposition into harmonics
of quite high degrees. In modern models, e.g., Kalmag (see
Table), this value reaches 50. Second, the currents and hence
the field exhibit an extremely complex behavior in time with
the amplitude of variations generally comparable to the value
of the field itself, which does not allow ignoring them. To
describe this behavior in the CM model (see Table), the
magnetic potential is decomposed into a large number of
components corresponding to different oscillation periods.
Short-periodmodes (with the 24 0, 12 0, 8 0, and 6-hour periods)
and long-period (annual and semi-annual) ones are separated
such that each component describes a particular combination
of a long-period and a short-periodmode. In addition, each of
these potentials is preliminarily decomposed into spherical
harmonics in a quasidipole coordinate system tied to EMF.
The total magnetic potential of the ionospheric field is
therefore written in the form of several nested sums,
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Here, a is Earth's radius;~E lksp are the coefficients depending on
the solar activity level; d lm

kn; e and z lmkn describe the field
potential from the ionospheric currents proper, and f lmknsp,
from currents induced by them in Earth's mantle;
p � 1; 2; 3; 4 characterizes short-period modes correspond-
ing to 24, 12, 8, and 6 hours; s are long-periodmodes;os is the
fundamental seasonal angular frequency, equal to
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Figure 5. System of ionospheric currents.
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2p rad yearÿ1; and op is the fundamental daily angular
frequency equal to 2p=24 rad hÿ1. A more detailed descrip-
tion can be found in Eqns (7)±(26) in [45].

2.5 Induced fields
2.5.1 Sources. Induced fields are generated by currents
arising in the conducting medium of the world's oceans
and Earth's mantle under the influence of field components
external to them that vary over time. The sources of such an
external field are primarily the currents of the ionosphere
and nearby sources of the external magnetosphere (ring and
field-aligned currents). The characteristics of induced
currents (and hence of the fields they generate) depend
primarily on the electrical conductivity of the medium, the
frequency of the inducing field, and its scale. The highest
specific electrical conductivity is here exhibited by ocean
water [46] and also deep (> 1000 km) layers of the mantle,
where it reaches values of � 2±3 S mÿ1. The electrical
conductivity of the mantle decreases with decreasing depth
(see, e.g., Fig. 2 in [47]). The continental crust has minimal
conductivity values and is least susceptible to the influence
of inducing fields. The oscillation period of the inducing
field is the second main factor influencing the magnitude of
the induced field. For example, oscillations with a period of
the order of several minutes lead to an induced field that
practically coincides with the inducing one, while oscilla-
tions with a period of a day generate a field several times
weaker. Regarding the size of the source field, its large-scale
components induce more intense currents (and therefore
fields) than the small-scale ones do.

This dependence manifests itself, for example, in the fact
that the induced component from the average-scale iono-
spheric quiet time currents (Sq) reaches one third of the
corresponding ionospheric field on Earth's surface, while
the same component from the equatorial electrojet with the
characteristic small-scale structure of its field does not exceed
15% (see Fig. 10 in [47]).

Among other important features of induced fields, it is
worth noting that oscillations in the induced field repeat
oscillations in the corresponding inducing one with a slight
delay.

2.5.2 Parameterization. The potential of the induced field
decomposes into spherical harmonics in the same way as the
inducing one does. Moreover, because it is extremely difficult
to identify its signal in real measurements, it is calculated in
practice based on the characteristics of the corresponding
source field. The point is that each harmonic fm; ng of the
inducing field potential can be associated with the corre-
sponding harmonic fk; lg of the induced field potential. We
then say that the fm; ng harmonic of the inducing field
generates the fk; lg harmonic of the induced field. This
relation is expressed by the dependence of the Gauss
coefficients Emn of the induced field on the coefficients i lk of
the inducing field via a convolution with the transfer function
Qlm

kn �o; s�, which includes the oscillation frequency of the
inducing fieldo and the electrical conductivity of the medium
s. In general, each harmonic of the induced field generates all
possible harmonics of the induced field, and the correspond-
ing coefficients are calculated as

i lk�o; s� �
XN
n�1

Xn
m�ÿn

Q lm
kn �o; s� Emn �o� : �19�

To calculate the transfer function, Earth conductivity
models are used. Modern models include a three-dimen-
sional model for Earth's mantle and a one-dimensional
model for the World Ocean [48, 49]. However, it is often
sufficient to use a totally one-dimensional model (i.e., one
where the electrical conductivity depends only on depth); in
that approximation, each harmonic of the inducing field
generates only one corresponding harmonic of the induced
one, and Qlm

kn is then a diagonal matrix.
Another difficulty is that the time dynamics of real fields

are too complex to be described by an oscillation with a single
frequency o. Therefore, in practice, the signal is decomposed
into harmonics over time, its leading frequencies are identi-
fied, and the induced field potential coefficients are calculated
for each frequency separately. For example, in calculating
induced fields in the CHAOS model (see Table), frequencies
with a period from one hour to four years are selected via the
Fourier analysis.

It is therefore reasonable that, under such conditions, the
induced field is parameterized together with the inducing one,
as we can see in Eqns (14) and (18). The coefficients qm; SM

1

and sm; SM1 in Eqn (11) are combinations of the coefficients E
and i,
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where E and i are the respective Gauss coefficients for the
external field and the field induced by it, and q̂m

1 is a static
regression coefficient.

2.6 Tidal field
Tidal magnetic fields are created by currents induced by
masses of water in the World Ocean moving cyclically under
the influence of tidal forces in Earth's external magnetic field.
The generation of such fields is shown in Fig. 2. Blue
concentric lines show the direction of water circulation in
the external magnetic field, which is the sum of the main field
(pink lines) and the lithospheric field (green lines). The blue
lines show the tidal field lines.

The magnitude of a field induced in this way depends on
the period and amplitude of oscillations of water in theWorld
Ocean. Oscillations are decomposed into several components
corresponding to different physical processes: the rotation of
the Moon around Earth, Earth's rotation about its axis and
around the Sun, nutation of Earth's axis and of the Moon's
orbit, variations in the distance to the Moon, and many
others. Modern measurement accuracy allows identifying
more than 400 components, but, for example, only about 60
are used to calculate tidal heights. Themost significant are the
semidiurnal componentsM2,N2, and S2 and the diurnal ones
N1 and O1. The tidal fields considered are associated with
these individual components. TheM2 component induces the
strongest field, reaching 5±6 nT on Earth's surface and 2±3 nT
at the altitudes of low-orbit satellites. The N2 and O1
components are respectively of the order of 0.5 and 0.1 nT.
The signal from the other components is already quite
difficult to identify in experimental data. Tidal fields are
classified as large-scale ones and have their maximum at
n � 3±6 on the corresponding Lowes spectrum for the M2,
N2, and O1 components (see Fig. 5 in [50]).
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2.6.1 Parameterization.Currently, the tidal éeld is considered,
among other sources, in only one model, the CM (see Table).
In this model, the magnetic potential is considered separately
for each of the three components M2, N2, and O1, and time
variations are described by a separate term, which includes a
frequency o:
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r
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In addition, there are other fields associated with the
motion of water in the World Ocean, for example, fields
induced by regular currents [51]. The greatest contribution
among such currents is made by the Antarctic circumpolar
current, which induces a magnetic field comparable to the
tidal one in absolute value. Fields are also induced by tsunami
waves, in which, unlike ordinary waves, a longitudinal
transfer of water masses occurs [52]. But these components
are not considered in magnetic field models and are therefore
beyond the scope of this review. More details about the fields
induced by the motion of water in the World Ocean can be
found in review [53].

3. Experimental data

The main sources of information about the magnetic field are
presently measurements made by satellites, at geomagnetic
observatories, and within magnetic surveys and expeditions.
Each of these sources plays a role in the study of EMF.
Satellite data provide the main array for analyzing almost all
field components; data from geomagnetic observatories
provide measurements of the field on Earth's surface and
are also used to calculate geomagnetic activity indices used to
select magnetically quiet periods, including in satellite data.
Magnetic survey data are used to study the smallest-scale
components of the lithospheric field and to build local models
and retrospective models, where historical magnetic surveys
are the only source of experimental data. In addition, other
data can be taken into account to study individual field
components. For example, when studying induced and tidal
fields, voltage measurements are carried out in deep-sea
communication cables [54].

3.1 Historical detour
Historically, the accumulation of data on the magnetic field
began with the development of long-distance navigation in
the 15th century, associated with the intensive use of the
compass. At the same time, sailors began to notice that the
direction of the compass needle does not always coincide with
the direction to the north and varies from place to place. To
make corrections, they made notes on portable sundials,
which can be considered a precursor to measurements of
magnetic declinations [55]. The first such findings date back
to the first half of the 15th century; already a century later,
measurements of magnetic declinations became a routine
procedure in navigating across seas. The earliest such
measurements date back to 1510 (see Fig. 2 in [56]); they
were flourishing from the beginning of the 17th century, in
particular with the start of the DutchWest India Company in
1621, which opened a period of intense trade and, accord-
ingly, shipping in the Indian and Atlantic oceans. Data from
ship logs from this period (up to 1840) constitute a significant

proportion of all data that now serve as the basis for building
retrospectivemodels of EMF [57]. It is also worth noting that,
although the first inclinometer (a device for measuring
magnetic inclination, i.e., the angle between the horizontal
plane and the direction of the field strength vector) was
invented in 1580, it was not of great interest for sea
navigation, and therefore the overwhelming majority of data
from sea expeditions for this period contain only magnetic
declination values.

From the 18th century, due to the growth of scientific
interest in the phenomenon of terrestrial magnetism, scientific
expeditions began to be sent to measure and map the
magnetic field. The first such expedition was Edmund
Halley's Atlantic voyage in 1699; since then, maps of
magnetic declinations and inclinations have been created by
various researchers on a constant basis. The next important
milestone was Ross's expedition to search for the South
Magnetic Pole, organized in 1839±1843 as part of the so-
called magnetic crusade [17], which resulted in creating maps
of magnetic declinations and inclinations in the southern
hemisphere. In general, since the mid-19th century, when a
great leap occurred in both measurement methods and
understanding of the nature of electromagnetism, such
expeditions have taken the form of marine magnetic surveys,
which are regularly carried out to this day. Such historical
data are a unique source of information for modeling EMF in
that era. To date, a large collection of historical marine
geomagnetic measurements has been gathered and digitized
by Jonkers [56]; it was used primarily to build the gUFM
model (see Table).

Scientific interest also resulted in the creation of a second
important source of experimental data, whose importance is
preserved to this day: geomagnetic observatories. The first
periodic local measurements of the magnetic field began near
London in 1540 [58] and near Paris in 1541 [59]. In particular,
as a result of observations in London in 1635, the magnetic
declination was discovered to change with time. This fact
determined the need for constant long-period measurements
at a fixed location, which ultimately led to the creation of
geomagnetic observatories. However, such measurements
were scarce until the beginning of the 19th century.

The first half of the 19th century was marked by a big leap
in understanding the nature of electromagnetism, as well as in
the technical tools for experiments. During that period,Gauss
invented a method for calculating the absolute values of the
field strength, independent of the device and the character-
istics of the medium; the accuracy and quality of measuring
instruments (magnetic theodolites and magnetographs) was
noticeably improved. All this provided the fundamental
possibility of complete, accurate, and regular measurements
of the magnetic field. The first such observations began in
London in 1818 (albeit interrupted in 1820), in Paris in 1820,
and in Kazan in 1823. Already in 1829, Alexander von
Humboldt, to test his theory about the simultaneity of field
disturbances in different areas on Earth during magnetic
storms, built the first network of geomagnetic observatories,
which, in addition to the already mentioned observatories in
Paris and Kazan, also included newly built ones in Berlin and
Freiburg.

The Russian Empire played an important role at these
initial (as well as future) stages, by making a significant
contribution to the expansion of this first network. At the
time the first Geomagnetic Observatory in Kazan started up,
the Russian Empire had already accumulated a wealth of
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experience in geomagnetic measurements; in St. Petersburg,
for example, periodic measurements began in 1700 [60].
Following the observatory in Kazan headed by AYaKupfer,
observatories were opened in Crimea, St. Petersburg, and
then throughout the Russian Empire up to Nerchinsk in the
Transbaikal region (and also in Beijing), which allowed
covering vast territories in the northern part of Asia. They
immediately became part of the Humboldt network and then
of its successor, the G�ottingen Magnetic Union, founded in
1836 under the auspices of the Royal Society of London.

Subsequently, in the framework of this union, geomag-
netic observatories were built in English colonies around
the globe, and by 1842 their number had already reached
50. Global field measurements within this network,
notably, allowed Gauss to test his mathematical model of
the magnetic field and verify its applicability. Details about
this period of the development of geomagnetic measure-
ments can be found in reviews [61] and [62]. Since then, the
number of magnetic observatories in the world has steadily
increased. In those locations where building them was
impractical, repeat stations were arranged, to which
equipment was delivered and measurements taken several
times a year. The data from such stations, however, had to
be calibrated to the readings of the nearest full-fledged
observatory.

3.2 Current state
The beginning of the modern era of magnetic field measure-
ments can arguably be set as the period 1940±1950, when a
significant technological leap occurred both in methods for
measuring magnetic fields (modern types of magnetometers,
fluxgate and proton, which were more accurate and easier to
use) and in related fields. This allowed mass measurements
for a variety of purposes to be started. That period saw the
start of continental aeromagnetic surveys andmore local ones
for mineral exploration. Geomagnetic observatories were
equipped with new types of magnetometers, and with the
beginning of the space era they were also installed on
spacecraft. Their detailed description is left beyond the
scope of this paper, because the data from sea, air, and other
similar magnetic surveys are typically not used in developing
modern EMF models with a small number of harmonics
(n < 20).

3.2.1 Geomagnetic observatories. Magnetic observatories are
currently one of themost important sources of data, primarily
on the field variations, ranging from the secular main field
variations to those associated with ionospheric and magneto-
spheric sources with a period of about a minute.

There are currently about 150 observatories in the world
that take measurements at minute (and, as of 2016, often
second) intervals (the oldest observatories have been taking
measurements since the 1820s). They are equipped with
vector fluxgate magnetometers that measure individual
components of the magnetic field vector. One of the
disadvantages of such magnetometers is that they require
periodic calibration, because their readings are distorted over
time, the sensors tend to degrade, and external conditions can
also change, for example, the orientation of the base on which
the magnetometer is installed. To calibrate them, absolute
measurements with a scalar magnetometer and angular
measurements with an inclinometer/declinometer are used at
certain intervals to calculate corrections to the readings of the
vector magnetometer. The calibration measurement data are

then interpolated and smoothed to form a so-called baseline,
the accuracy of which directly affects the overall accuracy of
the observatory data [63]. This procedure is standardized and
carried out in each observatory.

Modern geomagnetic observatories are used for different
purposes and conduct observations within different organiza-
tions (not always scientific ones). Many scientific tasks,
including the construction of EMFmodels, require the greatest
possible coverage and simultaneous access to data from all
possible measurements. For these purposes, as well as to
standardize the measurement process, the INTERMAGNET
program was launched in 1987 [64], which sets requirements
for the data released, and certifies and coordinates different
observatories. Another important organization is the World
Data System (WDS), which currently provides near real-time
collection and storage of raw data from observatories around
the world.

Although observatory data undergo the required internal
quality checks and release their average hourly, average
monthly, and average annual values of the magnitude and
components of the magnetic field vector, even more careful
processing is nevertheless required when developing EMF
models, for example, for joint analyses with satellite measure-
ment data. Such post-processing began back in 2013 [65] as
part of the preparation of the Swarm mission and is ongoing;
the data adjusted in this way are posted on the mission
website. More details about measurements carried out at
magnetic observatories can be found in review [66].

In addition to field measurements, geomagnetic observa-
tories provide a variety of geomagnetic indices that are
needed both in selecting experimental data and in building
models (for example, some of them are directly used in the
parameterization of external fields; see Eqn (15)). Such
indices are calculated from readings of several observatories
located in a region that is considered most sensitive to
disturbances associated with a particular source being
measured. For example, the geomagnetic disturbance index
Kp is calculated at the Potsdam Center based on readings
from 13 observatories located in temperate latitudes. This
index reflects all irregular disturbances in the magnetic field
caused by the flux of solar wind particles, to which these
particular regions are sensitive. The Dst index, which
describes disturbances associated with variations in the ring
current, is calculated byKyotoUniversity based on data from
four observatories located at tropical latitudes. There are also
indices linked to measurements in the auroral ellipse (AE),
directly in the polar caps (PC), and others. A detailed
description of geomagnetic indices canbe found in review [67].

3.2.2 Satellite measurements. The beginning of the space age
opened up new opportunities for studying the magnetic field.
Magnetometers began to be installed on spacecraft almost
from the very first flights: the first such stations were the
Soviet Sputnik-3 and the American Vanguard-3, and the first
spacecraft specifically designed for measuring the magnetic
field were the Soviet spacecraft Kosmos-26 and 49 (1964) [68],
Kosmos-321 and 356 (1970) [69], and the American series of
POGO spacecraft (1965±1971), including satellites OGO-2, 4,
and 6 [70]. By that time, installing magnetometers on space-
craft had become widespread. The next step towards increas-
ing the measurement accuracy was the transition to a
combination of scalar and vector magnetometers. The
former allow measuring the magnitude of the magnetic field
with good accuracy, and the latter allow measuring the
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direction. In addition, scalar magnetometers are typically
used to calibrate vector magnetometers. Although the first
spacecraft with such a combination of magnetometers was
Magsat [71], which operated from 1979 to 1980, regular use
started in 1999 with the �rsted, SAC-C, and CHAMP
experiments.

Field measurements by magnetometers installed on
satellites underlie all modern models, because they provide
uniform coverage of Earth's entire surface (which is not
provided, for example, by geomagnetic observatories, which
are prevalent in the northern hemisphere) and allow spatially
separating different field sources. Four experiments marked
the beginning of the era of high-precision satellite measure-
ments of the magnetic field, which have been operational for
more than twenty years: �rsted, SAC-C (�rsted-2),
CHAMP, and the Swarm constellation of satellites. Each of
the experiments followed roughly the same plan: in all cases,
the installation includes two types of magnetometers (scalar
and vector) mounted on a rod to separate them from the
background fields of the spacecraft body. A vector magnet-
ometer (with a fluxgate type of magnetometer typically used
for that purpose) is installed in conjunction with a star tracker
to obtain themost accurate data possible on the orientation of
the magnetometer. In all cases (with the exception of Swarm),
the scalar magnetometer is the one whose operating principle
is based on the Overhauser effect, which ensures the stability
of its characteristics over time. Its main task is to provide
calibration of the vector magnetometer, which degrades over
time. The above experiments were carried out (and continue
to be carried out in the case of Swarm) in low Earth orbit,
from 400 to 700 km. The accuracy of measuring the magnetic
field components by the devices ranges from 1±2 nT for
CHAMP and Swarm to 5 nT for �rsted and �rsted-2.

The first of these instruments, the �rsted microsatellite
launched in February 1999, was developed in Denmark
exclusively for the purpose of magnetic field mapping [72].
In December 2004, due to the breakdown of the star trackers,
the vector data transmitted by the spacecraft lost practical
value, and in 2014, despite the operability of all systems, it was
decided to stop on-board operations due to the low value of
the data in light of the emerging new experiments. The
CHAMP (Challenging Minisatellite Payload) minisatellite,
developed at the Potsdam Research Center for the study of
Earth's gravity and magnetic field and for atmospheric and
ionospheric sensing, was launched into orbit in July 2000.
Following it, in November 2000, the international mission
SAC-C was launched with the �rsted-2 magnetic field
mapping unit [73], similar to �rsted. This unit, however,
produced only scalar data and operated until the end of 2004.
CHAMP was scheduled to cease operation in September
2010, having descended to altitudes of < 200 km and
provided the lowest orbital magnetic field measurements to
date.

In November 2013, the European Space Agency's Swarm
missionwas launched, consisting of three satellites:Alpha (A),
Bravo (B), and Charlie (C) [74]. The Alpha and Charlie
spacecraft were launched into permanent low (460 km)
subpolar (87:4�) orbits separated by 1:4� in longitude. When
moving along the orbits, one satellite lags behind the other by
several seconds. Bravo moves in a separate higher (530 km)
orbit with a slightly higher inclination (88:0�). The close
proximity of the orbits of the first pair of satellites allows
measuring the longitudinal field gradient. This makes it easier
to solve an important problem in all satellite magnetic field

measurements: when the field strength changes during the
satellite's motion, it is not known whether it changes in space
or time due to the arrival of some magnetospheric distur-
bance. Such measurements are primarily important when
studying the main, lithospheric, and ionospheric fields, i.e.,
the components that manifest themselves most strongly on
the surface of Earth and in its immediate vicinity. That is why
such a scheme was implemented for the lower orbital part of
the constellation. Slightly different orbital parameters for
Bravo mean that its orbit gradually rotates relative to the
orbits of Alpha andCharlie. This is important primarily when
studying the external field, when simultaneous measurements
at points corresponding to different local times are important
for reconstructing the spatial picture in quiet times and during
disturbances. This also allows distinguishing between season-
al and diurnal variations in the parameters of the external
magnetic field.

It is worth noting that data from other space magnet-
ometers are also in demand. For example, to fill the gap
between the completion of the CHAMP mission and the
launch of the Swarm group, which lasted from 2010 to 2013
(no high-precision vector measurements were made during
that period), and in the CHAOS model (see Table), vector
measurements on the CryoSat-2 spacecraft were used. This
last device does not have a scalarmagnetometer, which causes
difficulties with vector calibration, which is to be done
independently when processing data; the existing EMF
models are used for this purpose [75]. Vector measurements
were used in the same way on the DE-2 satellite (1981±1983),
mainly in older models [76]. In addition, it is worth pointing
out the recently launched Chinese±Italian project CSES for
research in a number of areas, including EMFmonitoring [77,
78]. Recently, data from the Iridium constellation of satellites
(together with data from geomagnetic observatories) [79],
field measurements on the ISS [80], and other sources are in
use when building EMF models.

Data obtained from these and other spacecraft are
publicly available on the official website of the Swarm
mission [81], on the website of the Technical University of
Denmark [82], the CSES mission resource [83], and other
resources and are available for use by everyone, which mainly
defines the large number of scientific teams working on the
creation of EMF models.

3.3 Data selection
Experimental data typically come to model developers
already in the form of a finished product (this is especially
true for modern satellite experiments and geomagnetic
observatories), which have already been preprocessed to
exclude uncertain events. Therefore, we deal in this section
not with the technical selection of `good' events in the
experimental data but rather with the separation of events
associated with different field components and with different
magnetospheric phenomena. There are several selection
elements, some of which apply to any model (for example,
exclusion of magnetospheric disturbances), and some only to
models that use a sequential approach, a characteristic
feature of which is the exclusion of signals from `unneces-
sary' sources from the data. In fact, the main subject of study
for most models is the main field (together with the litho-
spheric field, if the model includes the decomposition of their
common potential into harmonics of the corresponding
degrees), whose potential is often estimated together with
the external potential in modernmodels. Typically, therefore,
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one strives to exclude the signal from the ionospheric and the
corresponding induced fields from experimental data. The
contribution of other sources is usually disregarded.

Excluding the disturbed magnetosphere periods is an
important element in the development of EMF models,
because, during such periods, it is quite difficult to calculate
the behavior of fields with the required accuracy. For satellite
data, such a selection is largely based on the values of
geomagnetic indices. The specific indices and parameters
used in models vary greatly among the model creators; we
note Kp, Dst, RC (which characterizes the ring current as Dst

does, but is measured according to data from 21 observa-
tories) [84], and VMD (which describes disturbances of the
external and corresponding induced field based on the
readings of all INTERMAGNET geomagnetic observa-
tories located on the night side within the �50� geomagnetic
latitude) [85]. The reason for such a variety of indices is that
none of them is universal and global. Because each index is a
combination of data from a separate set of observatories, it
rather reflects the local degree of disturbance in the
corresponding areas. This state of affairs is a significant
problem for further increasing the accuracy of models, as
discussed in detail in [86]. In addition to magnetospheric
indices, various parameters of the solar wind and interplane-
tary magnetic field are used to select magnetic quiet time. For
example, negative values of the z-component of the inter-
planetary magnetic field are associated with magnetic storms;
at suchmoments, the interplanetary field changes direction to
become opposite to the EMFdirection and themagnetic force
lines on the day side of the Earth reconnect, moving to the
opposite side of the polar cusps, which causes an instant
redistribution of energy. Such periods are therefore also
excluded from the analysis. In the case of observatories, in
addition to a careful analysis of time series, the subtraction of
the signal from external sources calculated by external field
models is also used for that purpose.

The easiest way to eliminate ionospheric field signals is to
exclude measurements on the dayside. Although this is an
expensive method from a statistical standpoint, it is used very
broadly. Technically, this selection is carried out by limiting
the local time or the angle between the direction to the Sun
and the horizon. Another way to take the ionospheric
component into account is to independently calculate it
using third-party models (most often, the CM model) and
subtract the result from the measurement results. This
procedure is performed both for space measurements and
for measurements in observatories.

The polar regions are special in terms of data use. It is no
longer possible to say that these areas are free from field
sources, because field-aligned currents flow there, connecting
the magnetospheric current system with the ionospheric one.
Most models only use scalar field measurements in these
regions if obtained from satellites, because field-aligned
currents are believed to distort the direction of the vector
but not the absolute value of the field strength.

Another way to select data is to compare it with that from
the existing models. Within this approach, experimental
results that differ greatly from model predictions are dis-
carded from the analysis.

3.3.1 Sequential and comprehensive approaches. The strategies
to `process' signals from different field sources and take them
into account when developing a model can be divided into
two categories: sequential and comprehensive. In the sequen-

tial approach, it is assumed, first of all, that the area of interest
is some single field component (these are primarily the main
and lithospheric fields). With this approach, signals from
extraneous components are excluded or subtracted from the
experimental data at the selection stage, and then the selected
signal of the desired component is estimated. The comprehen-
sive approach emerged as an alternative to the sequential one
and is primarily associated with the CM model (see Table),
which literally means Comprehensive Model. This approach
involves a simultaneous estimation of several field components
in order to obtain the formof their potential at once. It isworth
noting that the term `sequential' is not used when describing
the models themselves, because this approach is historically
standard and implicit.

The current state, however, is such that most models
that focus on the main field in one way or another are either
comprehensive or incorporate both approaches. A typical
algorithm for the model operation is to exclude the signal of
the ionospheric component from the experimental data, but
at the same time co-estimate the external and main fields
(the corresponding induced components are then excluded/
estimated in the same way as the inducing ones; for
example, if the ionospheric field is excluded from the co-
estimation, then the component induced by it is also
excluded). In addition to the CM, fully comprehensive
models also include the Kalmag model (see Table) and
older versions of the GRIMM models [32, 43]. The
separation between these approaches appears to be some-
what more explicit in creating models of only the litho-
spheric field, where the sought-after field is not dominant
among other components (see, e.g., [87, 88]).

4. Estimation of Earth's
magnetic field model

A necessary basis for any EMF model is the expansion
coefficients in formulas (3) and (11)±(22), depending on the
component under consideration. Building amodel sometimes
amounts to selecting a set of such coefficients. The main
problem is therefore to select the coefficients such that the
resulting potential describes the observed data as accurately
as possible. The relation between the experimental results and
the model parameters can be described as

d � H �m� � e ; �23�

where d is the vector composed of field values experimentally
determined in different regions of space, m is the vector of
model parameters, e is the vector of measurement errors, and
H is the operator that transforms the vector of model
coefficients m into the vector of field values dÿe. For
example, in the problem of finding the potential of the
main field, the vector of parameters involves the coefficients
gm
n and hm

n , and the operator H is the transformation
performed on the right-hand side of (3), whereas, for other
field components, these are the corresponding expressions
given by formulas (11)±(22). To obtain the vector d, the
entire available measurement area is divided into cells of
preferably equal area, and the measured field values are then
averaged. The spread of values is characterized by the
covariance matrix Cm, and the spread of errors in e, by the
covariance matrix Ce.

Mathematically, finding the vector m of model para-
meters given the vector of initial data d is a typical ill-
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posed inverse problem. To solve this problem in geomag-
netism, the regularization (in most cases) and Bayesian
(less often) approaches are traditionally used. Both include
an iterative procedure for selecting model parameters m
that satisfy Eqn (23), which is continued until a variable
called the loss function either reaches some minimum
value specified by the authors of the models or stops
changing significantly.

4.1 Regularization approach
In the regularization approach, regularization terms are
introduced that reflect some constraints imposed on the
shape of the resultant potential. Such a term is included
both in the loss function (see Eqn (25) below) and in the
expression for the next-iteration vector of the model para-
meters (see Eqn (28) below).

The loss function can be written in the regularization
approach as

F�m� � ÿdÿH �m��TCÿ1e �dÿH �m�
��Xk

i�1
li mTLi m ; �24�

where the first term characterizes the difference between
model predictions and experimental data, taking their errors
into account, and the second describes how well the para-
meter vector m satisfies the conditions specified by the ith
regularization term, which represents additional constraints
imposed on the parameter vector m. Here, li is a regulariza-
tion parameter that specifies the weight of the ith constraint
relative to others and Li is a regularization matrix describing
the ith constraint. It is common practice to disregard cross-
correlations of model parameters. In that case, the matrix Ce

becomes diagonal, which significantly simplifies the calcula-
tions.

4.1.1 Regularization terms. Typically, the regularization term
describes the smoothness requirements for the resultant
potential in space and time at the boundaries of the domain
of definition. For example, when considering the main field,
smoothness is required for the distribution of the magnitude
of the radial component of the field vector at the core±mantle
boundary and over the entire time interval of the model. This
requirement is expressed by the formula

mTLm � h �B 2i � 1

Dt

� t2

t1

�
O

���� q 2Br

qt 2

����2dO dt ; �25�

where t1 and t2 define the boundaries of the time interval
covered by the model, Dt is the duration of this time interval,
and O is the interface between the core and the liquid mantle.
For additional smoothing, a similar expression is used for the
third derivative; however, the use of such a constraint on all of
the time interval can distort information about short-period
changes in the field, and it is therefore typically used only at
the ends of the time interval of the model.

When considering the vector field u of flows at the core±
mantle boundary (see Section 2.1.4.), in addition to similar
spatial and temporal smoothness constraints on their dis-
tribution, restrictions on the nature of the dynamics of these
flows are also used. The flows can be reduced to toroidal,
geostrophic (i.e., dependent on the balance of the Coriolis
force and the pressure gradient in the liquid core), and
quasigeostrophic. For example, in the C3FM model (see
Table) for the geostrophic flows, the regularization term has

the form [33]

uTLu �
�
O

ÿ
Hh�u cos y�

�2
dO ; �26�

where y is the colatitude.
Regularization terms for other field components include

constraints on the smoothness of the lithospheric field on
Earth's surface, minimization of the ionospheric field values
on the night side, restrictions on the current density of the
equatorial electrojet, and others. A description of similar
regularization terms for the CM model can be found in [89].
There are also other variants of constraints: for example, in
the gUFM model (see Table) the so-called Ohmic heating of
the field is minimized (however, this parameter is now
considered inaccurate and not working well).

4.1.2 Iteration procedure. To start the iteration procedure, an
initial assumption about the values of the model parameters
m0 is to be made; this is so-called a priori information. It can
be chosen, for example, as a vector of parameters with
arbitrary uniformly specified parameter values, or a third-
party model. Often used in practice are either the IGRF
model or a previous version of the relevant model itself (as,
for example, in CHAOS models). In addition to the para-
meter values, a priori information includes the covariance
matrix Cd and other statistical characteristics of the experi-
mental data. Regularization terms are also often classified as
a priori information.

A quite large class of models, including CM, CHAOS,
BGS, Mag.num, and POMME, in their latest versions,
implement the following standard scheme for solving the
inverse problem. A priori values of the parameters are set
equal to zero, and the covariance matrix is calculated from a
comparison of the experimental data with the readings of the
previous/test version of that model or of some other model.
An iterative procedure is then launched, which can be
implemented according to different schemes. Such schemes
differ mainly in how the next-iteration vector of model
parameters is calculated. As an example, we consider the
Gaussian scheme

mk�1 � mk �
�
Jk
ÿ
H �mk�

�T
Cÿ1e Jk

ÿ
H �mk�

��ÿ1
�
�
Jk
ÿ
H �mk�

�T
Cÿ1e �dÿH �mk�

��XN
i�1

liLimk

�
;

�27�

where Jk is the Jacobian of the operator H for the kth vector
of parameters.

Other schemes may include the method of least squares
and renewing the weights of the data vector elements at each
iteration step, depending on themagnitude of their deviations
from the model and the distribution of errors.

The procedure stops, as already mentioned, when the loss
function reaches minimum values. The choice of the mini-
mality criterion, however, is a separate problem, which the
authors of papers usually do not discuss.

4.2 Bayesian approach
In the Bayesian approach, instead of imposing constraints and
requirements on the final formof the potential and the field for
calculating the Gauss coefficients, they are assigned statistical
characteristics, mainly covariance. The loss function and the
expression for the parameter vector of the next iteration step
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take the respective forms [90]

F�m� � ÿdÿH �m��TCÿ1e

ÿ
dÿH �m��

� �mÿm b�TCÿ1m �mÿm b� ; �28�
and

mk�1 � mk �
�
HH �mk�TCÿ1e HH �mk� � Cÿ1b

�ÿ1
�
�
HH �mk�TCÿ1e

ÿ
dÿH �mk�

�ÿ Cÿ1b �mk ÿm b�
�
:

�29�
In these expressions, m b is an estimate of the a priori mean of
the parameter vector m, Cb is its covariance matrix, and Ce is
the a priori covariance matrix for the error vector e. The
second term in (28) characterizes the difference between the
current vector of parameters and the a priori mean vector.

To calculate such a priori statistical characteristics of
specific coefficients, a large number of them are played out
based on the known characteristics of physical processes (see
Section 4.3.1). The main advantage of the Bayesian approach
is to be seen in the presence of statistical characteristics of the
parameters of the resultant model, fromwhich its error can be
calculated. For example, the COV-OBS model (see Table),
along with the Gauss coefficients, also gives their posterior
covariance matrix.

4.3 Temporal dynamics and forecasts of EMF
Speaking of the temporal dynamics of the EMF components,
we must distinguish between two types: periodic cyclic
changes and stochastic changes. The accuracy and depth of
their prediction depend on the specific type.

The first type of dynamics is represented, first and
foremost, by the ionospheric, external, and tidal fields,
whose very nature implies their cyclic changes. For such
sources, the temporal dynamics are `built into' the expression
for the potential or into the definition of the expansion
coefficients (see Eqns (15), (17), (18), and (22)).

Different approaches are used to describe the dynamics of
field components that change stochastically (secular variation
of the main field and dynamics of the external field associated
with magnetospheric activity). The simplest approach is to
use so-called snapshot models, where the decomposition
parameters are estimated at individual points in time and
the result is given by such a set of `snapshots.' The model
(collection of coefficients) obtained at that moment is used to
reconstruct the field coefficients for the entire period until the
next `snapshot.' An example of such a model is provided by
gUFM (see Table). This principle is also used in the CM
model when describing the external field potential.

The second simple option is the interpolation between
model parameters (i.e., collections of coefficients) obtained
over adjacent time intervals. Such is the IGRF model, whose
Gauss coefficients are calculated every five years and
interpolated linearly between these points.

A more complex approach is to estimate the time series
composed of model parameters using spline functions. In
modern models, B-splines of different orders, usually the
sixth, are used. Such a function can be written as

gm
n �t� �

XN
j�0
�gm

n �j c l
j �t� ; �30�

where N is the number of splines in the time interval, c l
j is a

function describing the jth spline, and l is the order of the
spline. This method is currently the most common in
describing the secular variation in the main field and is used
in the CHAOS, CM, Mag.num, BGS, COV-OBS, GRIMM,
and other models. Less commonly, it is used in describing the
potential of other field components (for example, in the
Mag.num (see Table), the coefficient g 0

1 of the induced field
is parameterized in this way).

In the most sophisticated approaches, the statistical
properties of time series composed of model parameters are
analyzed. These methods include the ensemble method (see
Section 4.3.1) used in the COV-OBS model (see Table),
multivariate singular spectrum analysis (MSSA) used in the
C3FM model (see Table), and the Kalman filter.

4.3.1 Ensemble method. The ensemble method consists in
statistical modeling over time of an arbitrary random
process f with specified characteristics. In problems of
geomagnetism, such a random mathematical process must
satisfy the statistical characteristics of real physical processes
responsible for the secular variation in the main field (see
Section 2.1). A characteristic manifestation of these pro-
cesses is given by time series of Gauss coefficients and their
time derivatives, as well as by the directly measured magnetic
field vectors at different points on Earth. Random processes
are usually represented in the form of an autoregressive
model characterized by the correlation function r�t�,
correlation time tc, variance s 2, and expectation E � s 2r.
While different options are possible, we consider the example
of an autoregressive model of the second kind (AR-2) used in
the COV-OBS model (the choice of this model, together with
other possible options, is justified in detail in [90]). The
stochastic differential equation for this model is

d2f
dt 2
ÿ 3

t 2c
f � E�t� ; �31�

where E�t� denotes a random process realizing Gaussian white
noise. The correlation function r and the expectation E are
given by

r�t� �
�
1�

���
3
p jtj

tc

�
exp

�
ÿ

���
3
p jtj

tc

�
�32�

and

E �t� � E �0�r�t� ; �33�

where E �0� is expectation at the initial moment of time.
A priori values of E �0� and tn are calculated from the

values of the Gauss coefficients using the formulas

En�0� � s 2
g �n� �

1

2n� 1

Xn
m�0

�
gm
n �t�2 � hm

n �t�2
� �34�

and

tn �
������������
s 2
g �n�

s 2
_g �n�

s
; �35�

where s 2
g �n� is expectation of the nth-degree Gauss coeffi-

cients and s 2
_g �n� is the expectation of their time derivatives,

defined similarly to (34). In the case of a large number of
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coefficients, instead of the expectation E, the covariance
matrix C is introduced. The correlation time characterizes
the time period between the time series elements such that
the correlation between them is half the one of the zeroth
interval. It is therefore a characteristic of how far into the
future a stochastic process can be predicted. For Gauss
coefficients of the main field, tc ranges from a thousand
years for second-degree harmonics to the order of several
years for the 30th to 40th degrees. However, signals
characterized by tc < 1 year are filtered out when passing
through the lithosphere and have zero autocorrelation on
Earth's surface. The characteristic correlation time for
n � 13, i.e., the approximate boundary for the detection of
the main field, is 20 years, and characteristic times are 200
to 300 years.

The result of applying the method is an ensemble of
models, which is a set of time series for each of the
coefficients, played out randomly but satisfying the statisti-
cal characteristics of the process that controls them. Aver-
aging the played out values of each of the coefficients at
certain points in time allows obtaining the most suitable
model at the corresponding moment and, importantly,
reliable covariances of the model, i.e., information about
statistical errors. Such information is unique to this method,
because this information is lost in the classical approach
associated with the use of regularization constraints imposed
on the smoothness of the field in time. The ensemble method
is used in cases where the magnitude and other statistical
characteristics of the errors of the Gauss coefficients are
important: for example, when studying the characteristics of
flows in the liquid core [35] or in predicting the configuration
of the main field in the future.

Forecasts based on the ensemble method rely on the
statistical properties of the selected type of random process,
the main one being the correlation time. Because it depends
on the degree of the decomposition coefficient, the prediction
limit is different for each coefficient and can range from
several thousand years to one year.

The MSSA is based on identifying signals of different
frequencies, large-scale trends, and noise in time data. The
time series of model parameters are used to construct amatrix
C whose elements are given by the covariance among model
parameter values separated by different time periods,

ci j � 1

Nÿ D

XNÿD
t�1

gt gt�D ; �36�

where D � iÿ j, g is now a time series of model parameters,
and N is the number of values in the series.

In the case of a single-parameter analysis, the matrix C is
analyzed further. In the multiparameter case, such matrices
are compiled for each channel (i.e., time series of individual
coefficients), combining into a large block matrix X,

X �
C11 C12 . . . C1L

C22 . . . C2L

. .
. ..

.

CLL

0BBB@
1CCCA ; �37�

where L is the number of channels.
The set of eigenvectors Ek; l : ML reflects the directions in

the multidimensional space along which the greatest varia-
tions are observed. By projecting the values of the time series
onto the eigenvectors, the principal components Ak

t and the

signal reconstruction Rl; k
t are calculated as

Ak
t �

XM
j�1

XL
l�1

Yl
t�jÿ1E

k; l� j � �38�

and

Rl; k
t �

1

Mt

XUt

j�Lt

Ak�tÿ j� 1�El; k� j � : �39�

The behavior of eigenvectors over time is characterized by
different periodicities and reflects the dynamics of the
magnetic field, and the values of neighboring eigenvectors
allow determining noise and trends. Knowledge of these
characteristics also allows predicting the magnetic field
configuration. This analysis is also used in predicting the
magnetized fluid flows at the core±mantle boundary, for
example, in the C3FM model (see Table).

4.3.2 Kalman filter. This technique, used to correct and refine
time series of the Gauss coefficients in geomagnetism, is an
alternative to the use of splines when describing the
dependence of the coefficients on time. In applying the
Kalman filter, the problem of finding model parameters for
a number of successive time intervals is divided into three
stages: analysis, forecast, and smoothing, which are repeated
for each time interval. At the analysis stage, the standard
inverse problem is solved for the current time interval. At the
forecast stage, a model forecast is made for the next time
period based on the current one. This forecast is typically
based on a random process simulation (see Section 4.3.1). The
posterior (i.e., predicted) values of the model parameters and
their covariances become a priori information for the first
step of the second time period. At the smoothing stage, the
model parameters for the preceding time period are adjusted
based on the values of the current model. A good example of
the use of the Kalman filter is the model described in [91].

5. Models of Earth's magnetic field

As already noted, the currently accepted form of modeling
EMF inEarth's innermagnetosphere originates fromGauss's
model. By that time, other models had existed, for example,
those assuming the presence of more than two poles, but
Gauss's model proved to be the most successful and quickly
gained recognition. In this model, the potential of the entire
observed field was decomposed into harmonics up to only the
fourth degree. But with the increase in the number of
observations, geomagnetic stations, and magnetic surveys,
the accuracy of observations also increased, and different
models began appearing, initially based on maps of magnetic
declinations, inclinations, and magnetic field strength. By the
mid-1960s, due to the abundance of experimental data, a
number of EMF models already existed, based on data of a
very diverse nature [92]. In addition to geomagnetic observa-
tories and repeat stations, they relied heavily on globalmarine
magnetic surveys, as well as on continental aerial surveys
conducted by the USSR, the USA, Japan, and other
countries. Tables 7 and 8 in [93] can give an idea of the
development and number of models existing at that time.

Most of the models, however, implemented the same idea
of representing the field as a decomposition into spherical
harmonics, whichmotivated the task to unify and standardize
them. In 1968, under the auspices of the International
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Association of Geodesy and Aeronomy, the first version of
the IGRF (International Geomagnetic Reference Field)
model was presented, based on `averaging' over four
candidate models [94] and describing the field for the epoch
of 1965. The first version included models prepared by the
Goddard Space Flight Center and the Massachusetts Air
Force Research Laboratory (USA), based on data from
American magnetic surveys and from the OGO-2 spacecraft;
the Institute of Geological Sciences of the Royal Greenwich
Observatory in London based on data from British magnetic
surveys; and the Institute of Terrestrial Magnetism, the
Ionosphere, and Radio Wave Propagation (IZMIRAN) in
Troitsk based on data fromKosmos-49 andmagnetic surveys
conducted in the Soviet Union. A new version of the model,
i.e., a new set of coefficients, appeared 7 years later, and it
corresponded to a time period separated by 10 years from that
of the first coefficients. At that time, it became clear that this
was too long an interval for interpolation, and it was
subsequently decided to update the model at a frequency of
five years. The early history of the development of the IGRF
model is described in review [95].

This basic approach is preserved to this day, although the
model `averaging' algorithm is being improved all the time (its
existing version is described in [96, 97]). At the same time, the
number of scientific teams submitting their models as
candidates has grown to 15. In what follows, we describe the
main models that exist today.

5.1 Models of EMF in the near magnetosphere
The IGRF (International Geomagnetic Reference Field) model
contains three types of coefficients: IGRF, DGRF (definitive
geomagnetic reference field), and SV (secular variation).
IGRF is the set of coefficients at the time a model is
formulated; for example, the modern version is IGRF2020,
which will later be adjusted as new data is accumulated and
converted into DGRF2020. DGRF is a set of adjusted
coefficients that appears in the next version of the model
relative to the preceding one; for example, in the current
version, the DGRF coefficients are available for the period
from 1900 to 2015 with a five-year increment. SV is a set of
secular variation coefficients in the form of time derivatives of
the Gauss coefficients; they are used to forecast the field five
years ahead until the next version is prepared. The IGRF
model fundamentally describes only the main field and its
secular variation, and therefore, to eliminate the addition of a
lithospheric signal as much as possible, the degree of
decomposition is limited to 13 for the modern era and 8 to
10 for periods prior to 2000.

WMM (World Magnetic Model) is another model of
Earth's main field and its secular variation. It is created and
maintained jointly by the National Center for Environmental
Information (NCEI), National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration (NOAA), USA, and the British Geological
Survey (BGS). Themodel primarily aims at commercial use in
navigation, and, hence, in addition to the standard output of
field components, it also provides some technical parameters
that are nonstandard for other models, such as notes on the
blackout zone in the polar region where magnetic declination
measurements become unreliable. The commercial orienta-
tion of the model also determines its `prospectfulness' (in
contrast to retrospective models): it describes only the
configuration of the field at the current moment and the
forecast of its secular variation for five years ahead. In
addition, corrections to the original coefficients are released

each year within these five subsequent years. From the
standpoint of model construction, like the IGRF, it is made
of candidate models, but in this case there are two candidate
models, represented by NCEI and BGS.

CHAOS (CHAMP, érsted, and SAC-C) began to be
developed in 2006 by the Technical University of Denmark
based on data from themagnetometers whose names form the
name of themodel [98] and is currently available in its seventh
version. In recent years, the model has been one of the main
ones, regularly submitting its child models to IGRF candi-
dates. In previous versions, the model existed in two
versions (for example, this applies to CHAOS versions 4
[84] through 6 [99]), with the prefix l or h. The l-version of
the model (low) described the harmonic coefficients of
lower degrees (they included the main field and the large-
scale component of the lithospheric field), and the h-one
(high), the higher degrees (the small-scale component of the
lithospheric field). In the most recent version, the coeffi-
cients of higher degrees (up to 185) are placed in a separate
model of the lithospheric field LCS-1 [88], while, in the main
model, the lithospheric field is represented only up to the
50th order, as shown in the table.

CM (Comprehensive Model), developed by the Geodesy
and Geophysics Laboratory, Goddard Space Flight Center
(NASA, USA), is the main model that implements the
comprehensive approach. Unlike most of the models on this
list, the CM began to be developed before the era of massive
high-precision satellite measurements of the field: the first
GSFC version (12/93) was released in 1993. The first versions
were based on MagSat and POGO data, but the latest
versions of the model cover the time interval from 1999 to
the present and are based on data from the CHAMP and
Swarm devices. There is also a version of the model based
solely on the Swarm CIY4 data [89]. As regards its special
features, it is worth noting that thismodel is currently the only
one that describes the tidal components of the field.

GFZ models are a series of models of the Helmholtz
Centre Potsdam, German Research Centre for Geosciences
(GFZ), and include the Mag.num and GRIMM models, and
also the first versions of the POMME model. All models are
typical representatives of the sequential approach. It is worth
noting, however, that the first versions of the GRIMMmodel
were based on the comprehensive approach and included a
description of the ionospheric fields of the E- and F-regions.

BGS (British Geological Survey) models place the main
emphasis on the most accurate description of the lithospheric
field, because their main application is practical: mine drilling
and geological exploration. In describing the main field,
standard approaches to parameterization, selection, and
data approximation are used.

COV-OBS. In this model, being developed at the Uni-
versity of Grenoble since 2013 [90], the ensemble method and
the Bayesian approach are implemented to solve the inverse
problem in the model approximation. The main distinctive
feature of the model is that its result, in addition to the main
field expansion coefficients themselves, also includes their a
posteriori covariance matrix, which characterizes the model
error. In addition, because the authors of the model attempt
to statistically describe the random processes characterizing
the secular variation in the field, they use the maximum
available interval of accurate data. Thus, the model covers
one of the longest time intervals, from 1840 to 2020, and also
naturally includes a field forecast whose range depends on the
degree of decomposition.
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gUFM. The model was developed at the University of
Leeds, UK. It is a historical snapshot model of the magnetic
field at the core±mantle boundary, covering the period from
1600 to 2000. Althoughmodels for that historical period were
being developed earlier [100], today it is unique in terms of
this parameter. However, themodel returns not a set ofGauss
coefficients but the components of the magnetic field vector
on the surface of the core, which limits its use. The most
notable feature of the model, of course, is the historical data
used. Undoubtedly, much work has been done to collect and
digitize historical magnetic declination measurements from
data of ship logs [56]. Also, to use this data, the authors of the
model needed to take into account specific errors associated,
for example, with the procedure for dead reckoning when
planning a route by sailors. In addition, because before the
beginning of the 19th century scientists were able to measure
the direction of the field but not its strength, the early data do
not allow establishing the absolute values of the field but only
its geometric configuration. To solve this problem, the
authors of the model extrapolate the value of Earth's
magnetic dipole measured since the 1840s into the past and
use it as a scale factor. In addition to the gUFMmodel itself,
there is also the gUFM-SAT model [101] based on data from
the CHAMP and �rsted magnetometers and covering the
period 2000±2010. However, it is connected with the gUFM
model only by the use of ohmic heating at the core±mantle
boundary as a regularization term.

C 3FM is amodel of theUniversity of Strasbourg. Its main
feature is that, in solving the inverse problem, the parameters
of the decomposition of the main field (classical approach)
and the vector field of flows in the liquid core (kinematical
approach) are co-estimated. As the experimental data, the
authors of the model fundamentally use only secular varia-
tions in themagnetic field vector measured at different points,
and the satellite data for synchronization are presented in the
form of virtual observatories evenly distributed over the
surface of the globe. The field forecast in the model is
MSSA-based, and is also presented in two versions: as series
of values of themagnetic field vector at different points and as
series of values of flows in the core calculated from values of
the secular variation.

Kalmag is a new model of the University of Potsdam
where the comprehensive approach is implemented. This
model is the second modern one, after the CM, in which the
ionospheric field and its induced component are parameter-
ized and co-estimated. Other features include a very detailed
decomposition of the external field potential (up to the
15th degree), and the most detailed description of the
lithospheric component for a model not aimed at exclusively
describing the lithospheric field.

In the table, we present the basic characteristics of the
main currently existing magnetic field models.

Other models. In addition to those described above, it is
also worth mentioning models that are left outside the scope
of this description. First of all, it is worth noting the EMM
[102] and HDGM [103] models, which, although primarily
aimed at a detailed description of the lithospheric field up to
harmonics of the highest degrees (790), nevertheless describe
both the main field and its secular variation. Also worth
noting is Stefan Maus's POMME model [104], the recently
released model of the NCEI BOUME research wing [105], the
IGRF�model extended back to 1600 with the addition of the
gUFMmodel [106], and the original EMFmodel built on the
Swarm data [107]. In addition, a number of teams calculate

their main field decomposition parameters without formaliz-
ing this into a separate model, but proposing them as
candidate models for the IGRF (see, e.g., [108]). Magnetohy-
drodynamical core models not discussed here (see, e.g., [109])
also present their candidate SV models within the IGRF
framework.

5.2 Assessing model accuracy
Although comparisons of models and their evaluation are
beyond the scope of this review, it is nevertheless worth giving
an idea of what the creators base the models themselves on
when speaking about the correctness in describing the field.
This is first of all the distribution of the difference between the
model prediction and directly measured values (that have
undergone appropriate selection): its mean deviation (which
characterizes the systematic error) and the standard RMS
deviation, which characterizes the spread of values. These
values typically depend on the geographic area, the source of
the experimental data, and other parameters. For example,
bothRMS andmean deviation are on average larger for polar
areas than for equatorial and temperate regions. This is due to
the complexity of data selection in this area and, accordingly,
greater contamination by signals from ionospheric and
external currents. Also, the error in comparing with Swarm
data is usually less than with older CHAMP, �rsted, or
SAC-C data. For the CM model, the error data are also
divided into day and night sides: there are higher errors in the
former. The characteristic value of the average deviation in
almost all modern models ranges from � 0:01 nT in the
equatorial region to � 1±2 nT in the polar region. The RMS
can vary: for example, for the CHAOS model, it ranges from
1:5±2 nT in nonpolar regions (depending on the instrument
whose measurements were used) to 3 nT in polar regions. For
the Mag.num model, the RMS already reaches � 30±40 nT
for polar regions. In the CM model, the highest value is
observed on the illuminated side. A very detailed study of
errors in their main fieldmodel was carried out by the authors
of WMM [110], where errors associated with the influence of
the lithospheric field, external field disturbances, etc. were
examined in detail; the total error was 129 nT for the total
field strength and from 86 to 146 nT for the components. An
error larger than in other models apparently occurs because,
unlike in those models, only the main field is considered here,
and all other sources are regarded as sources of error.

Another typical test is to compare measurements at
specific geomagnetic observatories with time series compiled
from model readings for a corresponding point in space
during the time studied (see Fig. 7 in [27]), or to compare the
time series compiled from the Gauss coefficients of the model
and their derivatives (see Figs 3 and 4 in [111]).

6. Conclusions

We have discussed the scientific and applied aspects of EMF
modeling in the near magnetosphere, which are useful
primarily for those who apply such models in practice to
achieve scientific results in their fields, primarily in the field of
cosmic rays. The principles of model building, mathematical
tools, experimental measurements underlying the models,
and various field sources are analyzed in detail. Such data
helps us to understand the range of applicability of models,
their limitations, and uncertainties in their results, which are
usually not stated manifestly, not least because of the
complexity of their nature. Moreover, for different physical
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problems, uncertainties of different natures may be impor-
tant, associated with the presence of field sources not
described by the model, its mathematical tools, or other
aspects. Having described all important components of the
models (field sources, experimental data, and mathematical
tools), we discussed the main characteristics of most modern
models of the magnetic field in Earth's inner magnetosphere
in detail and collected them in a table.

7. Data sources

All versions of the CHAOS and COV-OBS model, the latest
versions of the CM, and the original Swarm, CHARM, and
�rsted models can be downloaded from the website of
the Technical University of Denmark at https://www.
space.dtu.dk/english/research/scientific data and models/
magnetic field models. The latest versions of the WMM,
IGRF, BOUME, and POMME-10 models and a number of
lithospheric and ionospheric field models are posted on the
website of the CIROS/NCEI geomagnetism group at
https://geomag.colorado.edu/geomagnetic-and-electric-
field-models.html. Source codes for all versions of the
GRIMM models, Gauss coefficients for the Mag.num and
C3FMmodels, as well as a series of paleomagnetic models are
available on the website of the Potsdam Research Center at
https://www.gfz-potsdam.de/en/section/geomagnetism/
data-products-services/geomagnetic-field-models/. The BGS
model (and the latest versions of WMM and IGRF) is
available on the British Geological Survey page at https://
geomag.bgs.ac.uk/research/modelling/modelling.html. The
Kalmag model in the form of Gauss coefficients of the main
and lithospheric fields, aswell as secular variations, is available
at https://ionocovar.agnld.uni-potsdam.de/Kalmag/. All ver-
sions of the POMME model are posted on Stefan Maus's
page at https://geomag.us/models/index.html. The source
code for gUFM is available on the GitHub platform at
https://github.com/martinrehfeld/gufm1-webservice. The
IGRF model in various forms, including older versions, is
also available on its Internet page at https://www.
ngdc.noaa.gov/IAGA/vmod/igrf.html.
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